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In this edition, learn about the Agile method being used to build the all-new
NHS Jobs, have your say in our reporting survey, find out about the next steps
in our Private Beta journey and hear about transitioning to the new service.

Did you know?
In June there were...

...on NHS Jobs

NHS Jobs helping to fight COVID-19
Back in March, we released a number of new features on NHS Jobs, including
the COVID-19 indicator, to make it quicker and easier to fill coronavirus
(COVID-19) related roles in the NHS.
Since launching the COVID-19 features on NHS Jobs, there have been...
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Data set: 25 March 2020 to 3 July 2020

The volume of vacancies required to respond to the pandemic has reduced, but
the COVID-19 indicator is still available and we’re continuing to see a number
of vacancies flagged.
As the fight against the pandemic continues, please remember to only use the
COVID-19 indicator on vacancies that are required due to the pandemic to
ensure candidates can be recruited into the roles that urgently need filling. Click
here to find out more about using this tool.

On to the next step in our Private Beta journey
This month has marked the start of Private Beta with our NHS Trusts who use
ESR and NHS Jobs from end to end.
We are hugely grateful to the organisations who have agreed to partner with us.
Many of them are working from home and so Microsoft Teams has been
invaluable in enabling us to talk and still see each other while sharing screens
and using the new service.
We’re delighted that, while using an early iteration, some partners have already
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posted their first vacancy and two Trusts have now moved onto shortlisting.
If you'd like more information or to get involved, you can contact the
Stakeholder Engagement team here.

Tell us what you think in our Reporting Survey
As we build the new reporting
function for NHS Jobs, we are keen
to learn more about the way you
currently use the existing reports and
the importance placed on each of
these reports.
If you currently use the reporting
function in NHS Jobs, please
complete this short survey and help
to shape your future service.
The survey will remain open for two weeks and will take no more than five
minutes to complete. Click here to take the survey.

Optimisation Implementation team update
The Optimisation Implementation team have now successfully onboarded over
3,500 organisations to the new NHS Jobs service since January 2020 and
we're continuing to onboard organisations on a daily basis.
Last month we updated you about our Private Beta phase with organisations
using a third party Applicant Tracking System (ATS). We have now had three
organisations post vacancies via their third party ATS provider into the new
NHS Jobs service.
We are continuing to work with our Private Beta partners to ensure support is
provided during the onboarding process and once Private Beta is completed,
we will start onboarding all organisations using third party ATS.
We are working with all third party ATS providers on the development of the
new NHS Jobs service and there are lots of exciting new benefits for users
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transitioning to the new service, which we will share as part of your onboarding
journey. To find out more, click here to contact the team.

Providing us with your Privacy Notice
When registering your organisation’s account on the new NHS Jobs service,
you will be asked to provide us with a hyperlink to your staff and/or applicant
Privacy Notice.
Organisations are required to have Privacy Notices due to the change in
legislation which was bought in with GDPR 2018. By providing a Privacy
Notice, applicants will be made aware of how their data will be handled as well
as their rights.
If you do not currently have a Privacy Notice, you will need to create one and
we recommend that you read guidance provided by NHS Employers – in
particular section 10 on page 5. Further guidance and a template privacy notice
can also be found on the ICO website.
Our Implementation team are continuing to onboard organisations and will be in
touch over the coming months to arrange your transition to the new service.

Building your all-new NHS Jobs using Agile
As you know, we're building an all-new NHS Jobs service which is being
released to groups of users throughout 2020. What you might not know is that
we're building the new service using an 'Agile' method, where we're continually
designing, building, testing and releasing new features based on user
feedback.
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Agile working puts the user's needs at the heart of the design and there are lots
of benefits in using an Agile method, including:
basic functionality can be released sooner
a service that is being constantly reviewed and adapted in response to
testing and user feedback
a focus on the user which is critical to success
You can find out more about how we're building the all-new NHS Jobs service
and exactly how Agile works by watching the animation below.

Building your all-new NHS Jobs using Agile.

Talk to us
Click the button above to get in touch and tell us about your experience using
NHS Jobs.

Thanks for reading
Do you know someone who would like to subscribe to this newsletter?
They can join our mailing list here.
Don't forget to follow us on Twitter - search for @NHS_Jobs
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